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Alison Eastwood, widely regarded as the great film lighting expert, on-set
photographer, and thought-provoking director, passed away July 8, 2014.

Eastwood passed away of cancer, at the age of 61. At the time of her passing,
she had been working with several small film production companies,

particularly one which produced low-budget horror films. The director of this
film, David Andrew Thomsen, told Reel Film Noir magazine that his idea was
to make a horror film out of a horror film. He wanted to make a horror film

with a horror film in a horror film and make a movie from that. In many ways,
the film is a horror film crossed with a horror film crossed with a family drama

with special effects thrown into the mix. The story takes place in a private
home, as do many horror films, and this house is surrounded by woods, as in

many Gothic horror films. The lead character, who is the daughter of a
wealthy family, is being stalked by a supposed madman in the woods who

takes her into the forest and rapes her. This was not a pleasant tale, but the
main interest in this horror film would be to show a woman, in extremis, how

much of a hero she was before the madman. Fortunately, the ending would be
positive. The film, by the director of the Midnight Meat Train and Black Snake
Moan, was shot in the late summer of 2009, on location in an actual home, a
converted warehouse in the middle of a 100-acre wooded plot. Eastwood -
who has worked in the film business for more than 40 years - would light it.
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